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Crossing the Line
He's got one last chance To make things right Billy King may be smiling under his black
Stetson, but the plain truth is this cowboy-turned-racer is hurting: for his horse back in
Memphis, for his girl with one boot out the door, and for his faltering career thanks to an injury
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that's not getting any better. The moment he's free from the press circuit, Billy bolts
home--resolved to heal, and ready to win Taryn's heart a second time. Hopefully, before the
love of his life is gone for good. Taryn Ledell never wanted to fall for sweet blue eyes and a
deep southern drawl. As a World Superbike racer, she had plans, and none of them involved
playing second fiddle to any man. But now he's back, and she's forced to make some hard
choices. With her sponsors eager for a decision, Taryn finds herself tangled in all the lines
they've drawn in the sand. But broken bones and broken hearts don't heal overnight, and the
cost of forgiveness can be sky high: unless Billy can prove that his heart never left the ranchor
her. Moto Grand Prix Series: Fearless (Book 1)

Fearless Parenting Makes Confident Kids
"Growing up as an African American child in the 1960s in Greenville, South Carolina, Rick
Abercrombie has seen it all. He has experienced racial prejudice all his life. He goes through
the motions of attending school, but his heart isn't in it. He carries a gun for protection, and he
is not afraid to use it. Then he is invited to a Bah a' i fireside, and his life changes. After
hearing the message of Bah a'u'll ah and the Bah a' i teachings on racial equality, social
justice, and progressive Revelation, Rick experiences a spiritual awakening and resolves to
turn his life around. The path is not easy. His friends and family initially question his newfound
faith and even his sanity. But Rick perseveres, and his parents and family gradually warm to
the new religion and investigate the Bah a' i Faith for themselves. This is a true story of the
steadfastness of one young man transformed his life, as well as the lives of his family, friends,
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and community"--

Crossing the River
Fearless Parenting Makes Confident Kids is a user-friendly guide to parental authority in
modern times and its pivotal role in raising self-reliant, compassionate, and ethical children,
and preventing behavioral and even severe psychiatric disorders. The main theme and
objective of this book is to prove that setting and enforcing reasonable and appropriate
boundaries, combined with learning and education, could save parents' relationships with their
kids and literally save children's lives. The book is unique in that it presents in a direct, simple,
and yet profound way, real case studies and situations commonly encountered, along with
severe cases of drug abuse, delinquencies, and mental disturbances. All cases are shown to
respond very well to authority and boundaries adjusted to the specific situation and behavior.
The book contains numerous references to professional material for the more advanced reader
and derives inspiration from ancient philosophers and religious thinkers. Shulamit Blank, M.D,
is a pediatrician as well as a child and adolescent psychiatrist. She is the founder and, since
1993, CEO of a community based educational and treatment facility in Israel for children and
adolescents with severe psychiatric and behavioral disorders, in which she successfully
implements her methods, prevents psychiatric hospitalization and incarceration, and minimizes
the use of psychiatric drugs through teaching and education adjusted to the child's specific
problems. Orly Fuchs-Shabtai is a clinical psychologist. In 2006 she established a national
program for the prevention of child violence. The program, conducted by thirty-five counselors
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from the therapeutic field, provides counseling to hundreds of families and teachers each year.
The authors strive to follow the ancient wisdom of the biblical aphorism: "Train up a child in the
way he should go: and when he is old, he will not depart from it" (Proverbs 22:6).

Fearless Public Speaking
With the Civil War ended and Reconstruction begun, fifteen-year-old Billy resolves to make the
dangerous and challenging journey West in search of real fortune--his true father.

Feisty & Fearless
IN THIS TEEN SPY THRILLER, JOCELYN STEELY IS AMERICA'S LAST SHOT TO BEAT
THE NORTH KOREANS When Jocelyn Steely was kidnapped by a North Korean spy agency,
she was only a little girl. Young. Scared. Powerless. And completely moldable. Now, ten years
later, she’s a ruthless assassin. Yet her target isn't who you might think. Jocelyn is determined
to escape her kidnappers and take down North Korea and their spy agency forever. But when
she makes it to U.S. soil, she finds that not everyone believes her story. Will she be able to get
the Americans to trust her? Or will the North Koreans discover her deception before she has a
chance? In this life-or-death action-packed spy thriller, Meghan Rogers creates a teen girl
character whose toughness, intelligence and determination rival Jason Bourne, Sydney
Bristow and James Bond. The first novel in the Raven Files series will leave you breathless.
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Praise for Crossing the Line: "Jocelyn makes for a kick-ass, determined heroine, and there’s
no shortage of scenes of adrenaline-charged adventure[A] strong debut for both the author and
the Raven Files series."--Publishers Weekly "There’s a plot twist, revealed secret, or chase
scene in every chapter—Rogers knows how to keep the pages turning.The cliff-hanger ending
begs for a swift sequel."--Booklist "For fans of TV’s Alias, this is the beginning of an excellent
new espionage series."--School Library Journal "Action lovers will enjoy the movie-worthy
close-combat scenes, tension-building rescues, and narrow escapes, while those who like their
spy stories with psychological heft will appreciate the careful portrait of Jocelyn as a trauma
survivor.Perfect for readers who grew up with Carter’s Gallagher Girls series and are ready for
the next level."--BCCB From the Hardcover edition.

Crossing the Thinnest Line
'I don't think I can actually remember a time in policing when I didn't want to join the Armed
Offenders Squad. My early reasons for joining probably weren't the purest, though - I just
thought they looked really cool.' Five Foot and Fearless is the inspiring story of Liz Williams, a
police officer and mum of one, who desperately wanted to be part of the Armed Offenders
Squad. The brutal selection process would send most people running for cover, but her
husband's words spurred her on: 'You know, you could do it if you wanted to.' Liz's story is one
of determination and girl power. She struggles with motherhood and childcare just like any
other working mum - but in Liz's world, she needs someone to look after her son at 1 a.m.
when she's called on to fight crime. A gifted storyteller, Liz entertains with tales of drowning in
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AOS gear that is too big for her, trying to keep her togs from riding up in the swim trial, and
dealing with criminals in bad underwear. But her story has a darker side, as she reveals the
harsh realities of the job that an AOS member faces every day. Liz's account of the 2009
Napier siege is especially harrowing. At times laugh-out-loud funny, at other times shocking,
Liz's story offers rare insights into one of the most dangerous jobs in the country.

The Art of Cross-examination
Crossing the Line
This scarce antiquarian book is a selection from Kessinger Publishings Legacy Reprint Series.
Due to its age, it may contain imperfections such as marks, notations, marginalia and flawed
pages. Because we believe this work is culturally important, we have made it available as part
of our commitment to protecting, preserving, and promoting the worlds literature. Kessinger
Publishing is the place to find hundreds of thousands of rare and hard-to-find books with
something of interest for everyone!

Crossing the Line
The famous narrative poem recreating Paul Revere's midnight ride in 1775 to warn the people
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of the Boston countryside that the British were coming.

Crossing the Line
Forbidden Destiny
In Crossing the Line, Laura Robinson takes an unflinching look at abuse in junior hockey, the
breeding ground for the NHL. She explains how this great sport has gone so bad, and
challenges those who are a part of the world of hockey to rethink the game and consider ways
to fix it.

Fearless on Everest
FROM THE VERY FOUNDING OF OUR NATION, diversity has been one of our greatest
strengths but also the greatest source of conflict. In less than a generation, America will
become "minority-majority," and the world economy, already interconnected, will be even more
globalized. The stakes for how we handle this evolution couldn't be higher. Will diversity be a
source of growth, prosperity, and progress-or perpetual division and strife? America has the
potential to realize huge gains economically and socially by more fully capitalizing on diversity,
but significant challenges remain and it's a problem that all Americans should be focused on
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solving. Despite tremendous progress, women and minorities still face barriers to accessing
the full promise of the American dream. It doesn't have to be this way. Many of the solutions
are right in front of us, and many exceptional, committed Americans are doing their part to
make a difference. In the twenty-first century, nations will prosper only insofar as they embrace
and celebrate the individuals, organizations, and collective efforts to advance every kind of
diversity. Lauren Leader-Chivée believes America must lead the way. In CROSSING THE
THINNEST LINE, she explores the state of our diverse union and shares important stories of
progress and potential, highlighting those who are crossing dividing lines of race, gender,
culture, and political party to build a more united and prosperous nation. Her revelations will
transform the discussion and set the agenda for America's progress on these critical issues. A
work of originality and ambition, CROSSING THE THINNEST LINE changes our
understanding of diversity and offers lessons to change our lives and our country.

He Will Go Fearless
Women and men are equally capable as leaders, but women have been trained to be nice.
Being nice can take us only so far then it trips us up. To be effective, we need to reach inside
ourselves and realize that just as mothers would walk in front of a bus to save their child, so we
each can find a similar passion and commitment that pushes us onward removing fear and
doubt so we simply do what we know to be right.Do you have to be born a leader? Have a
title? Be a man? A certain age? The answer is: no. Each of us has leadership potential within
and when we do our inner work, we can be the leader of our family, company, or
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community.Failure and mistakes are not generally accepted as the road to success, but they
are often our most powerful tools to growth. Read how others, including Abraham Lincoln,
used failed attempts to spur them on.Read stories of leaders and find out their secrets. Learn
to recognize mercenaries and real leaders, and decide which you want to be. There are
challenges throughout the book that provide valuable lessons to enhance your leadership
skills.In Feisty & Fearless: Nice Girls CAN Be Leaders:* The characteristics of effective
leaders* 14 Exercises to guide you through your work in becoming a more effective leader*
Discover that Caring is one of the keys to authentic leadershipRead stories of women leaders:*
An artist who empowers children* A successful CEO who puts her family first* A divorced
mother who reinvented herself to provide for her children* An actress turned successful
business owner who heals a family rift* A child leader* A company leader who thinks
empowering others is her main job* A world-renowned expert and author who puts her ego
aside* A feminist who lets nothing stop her in her work to have women learn how to be
safe"Wow, at last! Here is a feminist voice that covers discrimination of all colors and sizes bigotry against women, Jews, immigrants, having red hair, too little money and too much, fat,
bossy. The list is endless." Carolyn Howard-Johnson, award-winning author of Imperfect
Echoes"We all have a back story, the failures and the poor decision making we recognise
when we look back on our lives, and Pauline Is refreshingly frank about her own ups and
downs. Her determination to step up and show responsibility is a practical manual in leadership
skills which will inspire and motivate many women."Karen Abrams Lawyer/Lecturer, U.K.

Crossing the Line
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Luis Suárez was a young boy already in love with football by the time his family moved from
the countryside to Uruguay's capital, Montevideo. The guile and trickery of the street kid made
an impact with the country's biggest club, Nacional, before he was spotted by Dutch scouts
who brought him to Europe. Suárez was lured from Ajax to Merseyside by another iconic
number 7, Kenny Dalglish. From that moment, he terrorised Premier League defences, driving
a resurgent Liverpool towards their most exciting top-flight season in 24 years. But there is
another side to Luis Suárez: the naturally fiery temperament which drives his competitiveness
on the pitch. There was the very public incident with Patrice Evra of bitter rivals Manchester
United, and the biting of Chelsea defender Branislav Ivanovic. Then during the World Cup
finals in Brazil, in a physical encounter against Italy, he bit defender Giorgi Chiellini on the
shoulder. Banned from football for four months, derided by the press, he was marched out of
the country. In the summer's final twist, he became one of the most expensive footballers of all
time, moving from Liverpool to Barcelona. In his first season at the Nou Camp he helped Barca
to La Liga and Copa del Rey titles, scoring 16 goals in 27 games. In Crossing the Line, Luis
Suárez talks from the heart about his intriguing career, his personal journey from scrapping
street kid to performer on football's biggest stage, and the never-say-die attitude that
sometimes causes him to overstep the mark.

Fearless Flourishing
"In Crossing the Line, Gideon Haigh conducts his own cultural review. Studying the cricket
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team across a decade of radical change, he finds an accident waiting to happen, and a system
struggling to cope with self-created challenges, on the field and in the boardroom. Crossing the
Line is the first instalment in Slattery Media Group's Sports Shorts collection, a new series of
sports essays published as small-format books. Sports Shorts has been created as a home for
ambitious, lively and engaging writing and journalism on sport--work of a scale and scope not
suited to the confines of day-to-day journalism."--Provided by publisher.

Crossing the Line
Parker Hamilton - movie star! That's what the world knows about me. Oscar winner, prominent
bloodline, playboy. But there is so much more to me. My friends are my real family, and they
are what matters most. But I'd be lying if I said that I'm not concerned about my reputation.
Everyone who lives in the spotlight is. Listen, I can play any role - drama, comedy, romance.
You name it. I can act my ass off, and I have the proof on a shelf in my office. But when my
agent calls me into his office to offer me the role of a lifetime, I am hesitant. Not only would I
have to act opposite Chance Steele, the most egotistical schmuck I know, but we would also
have to pretend to be intimate. Really intimate. As in gay lovers. Now, don't get me wrong; I am
as open-minded as they come. People can love whom they want, screw whom they want, even
marry whom they want. But when you ask me to make out with a dude, pretend to roll around
in a bed with him, well, that's where I draw the line. Maybe. Sometimes lines are blurry. And
sometimes lines are just meant to be crossed. Crossing the Line is book 3 of the Taboo Love
series and picks up where Unmasking Charlotte left off. As withHey There, Delilah and
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Unmasking Charlotte, it is a standalone - so don't worry if you haven't read them yet - with a
HEA. That means no cliffhanger! Oh, and expect to see some of your favorite characters.
Contains graphic m/m scenes. Not intended for readers under 18.

Crossing Over the Line
Her best friend's brother is totally off limits. She knows it and he knows it. But try telling their
bodies that.When Sabrina Jones reluctantly visits a psychic one sunny San Francisco morning,
she gets a whole lot more than she bargains for-like a prediction she will "lock eyes" with The
One within the next two weeks. So, when she looks up into a pair of gorgeous green eyes
belonging to her best friend's big brother, Sabrina's running scared. As sexy as he is, she can't
fall for ladies' man Declan, not if she wants to keep what she holds most dear.Declan Scott is
the successful head chef of the hottest new restaurant in San Francisco. He's got everything
he could want: a great job, good friends, and any woman he desires. Problem is, he's always
had a "thing" for his sister's best friend-ever since that one incredible kiss they shared as
teenagers.When the two are thrown together on a weekend trip to Cabo San Lucas, it
becomes harder to resist what they both feel. Maybe one hot and steamy night together could
quench their thirst for one another? Or maybe it'll leave them both wanting more?Will they risk
it all by crossing the line?Crossing the Line is a hot and sexy friends to lovers contemporary
romance for fans of Lauren Blakely and Lauren Layne.
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Unstoppable Influence, 2nd Edition
Take your lettering to the next level with beautiful, stylish flourishes. You’ve mastered every
letter, from capital A to lowercase z. Now you want your hand-drawn projects to have the
ornate and extravagant look that is only achieved through flourishing. Whether you go for a
delicate, stately, whimsical, bold, funky or elegant look, flourishing is a wonderful way to
develop a personal style and make your hand-lettering stand out. From basic theories and
helpful practices to beautiful examples and complex compositions, this step-by-step workbook
provides all the tools you need to flourish with confidence! · Elegant Letter Embellishments ·
Fanciful Flourishes & Filigree · Decorative Borders & Frames · Stylish Artistic Elements

Fearless Confessions
Get Ready to Discover Your Mission, Spread Your Message and Make a Meaningful
Difference In the World! Are you being called to do something BIG, but feel inadequate or
unprepared to say yes? It's time to throw back a shot of courage, learn to tackle fear and selfdoubt like a BOSS, and transform lives as only YOU can! In Unstoppable Influence, attorney,
speaker, and business coach Natasha Hazlett takes you on an unfiltered, comfort-zonestretching journey to becoming the Unstoppable Influencer you were created to be! One
decision helped this uninspired, unmotivated entrepreneur on the verge of abandoning her
business to finally ditch her limiting, self-sabotaging beliefs and uncover her radiant Truth. Now
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she's helping thousands of others do the same. If you're ready to Kick your approval addiction
and negative self-talk to the curb Reboot and recharge your life and business to make the
money you deserve without working longer hours Welcome true happiness, freedom, and
abundance into your life then why the hell are you still reading this book description? Buy the
book and let's get moving on the path to Unstoppable Influence. People are waiting for the
special message that only you have, so let's get going!Are you being called to do something
BIG, but feel inadequate or unprepared to say yes?It's time to throw back a shot of courage,
learn to tackle fear and self-doubt like a BOSS, and transform lives as only YOU can! In
Unstoppable Influence, attorney, speaker, and business coach Natasha Hazlett takes you on
an unfiltered, comfort-zone-stretching journey to becoming the Unstoppable Influencer you
were created to be!One decision helped this uninspired, unmotivated entrepreneur on the
verge of abandoning her business to finally ditch her limiting, self-sabotaging beliefs and
uncover her radiant Truth. Now she's helping thousands of others do the same.If you're ready
to: Kick your approval addiction and negative self-talk to the curb; Reboot and recharge your
life; and business to make the money you deserve without working longer hours; and Welcome
true happiness, freedom, and abundance into your life, quit reading the description and get
moving on the path to Unstoppable Influence. People are waiting for the special message that
only you have, so let's go!

His Fearless Heart
Shortlisted for the Booker Prize Winner of the James Tait Black Memorial Prize for Fiction
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Caryl Phillips’ ambitious and powerful novel spans two hundred and fifty years of the African
diaspora. It tracks two brothers and a sister on their separate journeys through different epochs
and continents: one as a missionary to Liberia in the 1830s, one a pioneer on a wagon trail to
the American West later that century, and one a GI posted to a Yorkshire village in the Second
World War. ‘Epic and frequently astonishing’ The Times ‘Its resonance continues to deepen’
New York Times

The History of the Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire
More Fearless Change
* Includes never-before-published letters and photographs * Written by an Irvine family
member Mallory and Irvine. These two names have been inextricably joined since the two
climbers disappeared on Mount Everest more than 75 years ago. Could they have been the
first to reach the summit of the world's highest mountains-some 30 years earlier than Edmund
Hillary and Tenzing Norgay? Mallory's story has been well chronicled, but Irvine has always
been overshadowed by his more famous climbing partner and little has been written about him.
Who was he? Why was he invited by the British Everest Committee to join the 1924 expedition
despite his limited mountaineering experience? And why did Mallory, 16 years his senior,
select Irvine as his partner for the final assault on the summit? Julie Summers, great niece of
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Sandy Irvine, has been fascinated since childhood by the story of Uncle Sandy. In May 2000,
Julie made an astonishing discovery: a long forgotten and unopened trunk containing Irvine's
letters and photographs from Everest. Drawing on these and other material, Julie writes a
revealing story of a fearless young adventurer whose life and death linked him with one of the
greatest mountaineering legends of all time.

Fearless
"'Of course, let us have peace,' we cry, 'but at the same time let us have normalcy, let us lose
nothing, let our lives stand intact, let us know neither prison nor ill repute nor disruption of ties .
. .' There is no peace because there are no peacemakers. There are no makers of peace
because the making of peace is at least as costly as the making of war--at least as exigent, at
least as disruptive, at least as liable to bring disgrace and prison and death in its wake." Daniel
Berrigan, No Bars to Manhood More than sixty-five peacemakers have contributed oral
narratives to this compelling history of those who say no to war making in the strongest way
possible: by engaging in civil disobedience and paying the consequences in jail or prison.
Crossing the Line gives voice to often neglected social history and provides provocative stories
of actions, trials, and imprisonment. This fascinating volume serves as an excellent
supplement to conventional histories. Almost all the storytellers here are people of faith or are
inspired by those who live by faith. Many work at conventional careers; some do full-time
peacemaking by living in Catholic Worker houses or in the Jonah House community; several
are priests and nuns who minister worldwide. Also featured are three resisters prominent in
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War Resisters League history. From World War II conscientious objectors to contemporary
activists, these narrators have refused to be helpless in the face of a violent world, and have
said with their bodies that they do not accept the status quo of permanent war and war
preparation. In short, the voices illustrate hope at a time when it seems in short supply.

Fearless
Crossing the Line
Everyone has a story to tell. Fearless Confessions is a guidebook for people who want to take
possession of their lives by putting their experiences down on paper—or in a Web site or ebook. Enhanced with illustrative examples from many different writers as well as writing
exercises, this guide helps writers navigate a range of issues from craft to ethics to marketing
and will be useful to both beginners and more accomplished writers. The rise of interest in
memoir recognizes the power of the genre to move and affect not just individual readers but
society at large. Sue William Silverman covers traditional writing topics such as metaphor,
theme, plot, and voice and also includes chapters on trusting memory and cultivating the
courage to tell one's truth in the face of forces—from family members to the media—who would
prefer that people with inconvenient pasts and views remain silent. Silverman, an awardwinning memoirist, draws upon her own personal and professional experience to provide an
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essential resource for transforming life into words that matter. Fearless Confessions is an atlas
that contains maps to the remarkable places in each person's life that have yet to be explored.

The Little Duke
Sixteen-year-old Samantha Crane finds herself caught up in the dreams and rivalries of peers
Tracy, Kristine, Jennifer, and Allison, aspiring Hollywood starlets who risk danger and each
other for their ambitions. Original.

Speak
Shan Frankland forever abandoned the world she knew to come to the rescue of a lost colony
on a distant and dangerous planet -- a hostile world coveted by two alien races and fiercely
protected by a third. But in the course of her mission, she overstepped a boundary and
stumbled into forbidden lands. And she can never go back -- to being neutral, to being safe. To
being human. War is coming again to Cavanagh's Star -- and this time, the instigators will be
the troublesome gethes from the faraway planet Earth. Former Environmental Enforcement
Officer Shan Frankland has already crossed a line, and now she is a prize to be captured or a
threat to be eliminated. But saving a coveted world and its fragile native population may require
of her one unthinkable sacrifice: the destruction of her own ruthless, invading species.
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Paul Revere's Ride
Grace Winters is the racing world's best-kept secret. And now the secret's out. The up-andcoming chef hopes her newfound celebrity as author of a NASCAR-themed cookbook will give
her the financial security she craves. Falling for handsome, much-too-charming playboy
Garrett Clark is just a recipe for disaster. The only home Garrett knows is behind the wheel of
a race car, and now he's on track to win a coveted championship. Falling for a hardworking
mother of three isn't part of his freewheeling bachelor plans, but how's he supposed to resist
the tempting package Grace is offering—a home, a family, the whole nine yards? That's before
a shocking revelation stuns the NASCAR world and promises to transform Garrett's and
Grace's lives forever….

Crossing the Equal Sign
From the pages of The Devil Wears Timbs series comes the chronicles of Fear. Follow him on
his rise to become one of the biggest drug dealers of his generation to his fall from grace,
becoming one of the most infamous contract killers in the game. Three cousins, FEAR, MALIK
and WAMEEK all hail from the notorious Low Bottoms of South Central, Los Angeles. They've
been down for each other since free lunch and share a common goal: get rich or die trying.
Together they take over the drug game and amass their own empire. With Malik acting as top
dawg and Fear and Wameek acting as enforcers, the sky is the limit. They crush the opposition
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and anyone else who doesn't want to fall under their new regime. The cousins obtain ghetto
superstardom and more money than they've ever dreamed of, but with this new found success
comes a price that places them at one another's throats, threatening to not only destroy them
but everything that they'd built from the ground up. Will the cousins come to their senses
before its too late and realize that the very thing that they love is tearing them apart? Or will
they find themselves six feet deep before it's all said and done?

Samantha Crane Crossing the Line
Twenty-seven year-old Lucy Neel is done with being a wallflower. Ready to take a risk, she
pursues a vacation fling with a sexy bull rider…and winds up pregnant. Notorious playboy and
daredevil bull rider Bowie West didn’t plan to seduce innocent Lucy, but the passion that
ignited between them was too strong to resist. Can Bowie convince Lucy that a roving rodeo
cowboy is ready to settle down? EXCERPT: “You’re getting to have quite a mouth on you,
young lady.” “You’re just getting to know me better. You might not like me so much once all
your illusions about innocent virgins have been dashed.” “Oddly enough, the more I learn
about you the more I like you.” He stepped forward, pushing her hood back off her head and
letting the rain pour down over the cascading tendrils of her dark hair. “You’re just full of my
kind of surprises.” He slid his arms inside her raincoat and pulled her toward him. Warm
rainwater ran into their mouths as they opened them to kiss. Steam rose gently from them into
the damp air as they allowed their hands to roam over each other. There wasn’t anywhere
she’d rather be than in Bowie West’s arms. When he held her, she felt safe. She’d been alone
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so long that she was used to being tough enough to take on the world by herself. Now that she
was getting a taste of what it was like to share your burdens and your joys with someone else
she in danger of becoming addicted. “I have an idea.” He took her hand and turned toward the
barn. “I don’t think I’ve ever had a roll in real hay.” “I think you’ll find it rather scratchy,” said
Lucy doubtfully. But then she’d never had a roll in real hay either. Rolling in the hay seemed to
be pretty popular, so who was she to go against tradition? Explore the Hearts of the West
series: A Cowboy's Heart: The One that Got Away His Fearless Heart: The Bull Rider's Baby
Surprise His Untamed Heart: The Cowboy's Christmas Reunion and a Box Set with all three
stories Join the new release newsletter at www.jenlewis.com.

Fearless
Like the instant classic The Last American Man, Fearless is the story of a remarkable
individual who accepts no personal limits—including fear. Freya Hoffmeister, a forty-six-yearold former sky diver, gymnast, marksman, and Miss Germany contestant, left her twelve-yearold son behind to paddle alone and unsupported around Australia—a year-long adventure that
virtually every expert guaranteed would get her killed. She planned not only to survive the
9,420-mile trip through huge, shark-infested seas, but to do it faster than the only other paddler
who did it. As journalist and expert kayaker Joe Glickman details the voyage of this Teutonic
force of nature, he captures interminable days on the water and nights camped out on
deserted islands; hair-raising encounters with crocs and great white sharks; and the daring
300-mile open-ocean crossing that shaved three weeks off her trip. For 332 days Glickman
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followed Freya’s journey on her blog—along with a far-flung audience of awestruck, even
lovesick, groupies—as she took on one terrifying ordeal after the next. In the end, he says, “her
vanity and pigheadedness paled next to her nearly superhuman ability to master fear and
persevere.”

Crossing the Line: A Steamy Friends to Lovers Romance
Does public speaking paralyze you and tie your stomach into knots? Want to get a standing
ovation every time? What goes into a dazzling opening and closing? Does the prospect of
facing embarrassing judgment make your palms sweat? Or do you want to learn how to
absolutely own the stage and become a magnetic speaker? Public speaking and presenting is
one of the most common phobias -- and it’s completely understandable. When else in our lives
are we so open and vulnerable? But it’s a necessary evil in all aspects of our lives, whether
professionally and personally. From making a presentation in the boardroom to being more
confident with the opposite sex, your speaking skills will take you to the next level and get what
exactly what you want in your life. Fearless Public Speaking is the rare book that will (1) help
you destroy your anxiety so you can confidently take any stage, and (2) once you’re up there,
be unforgettable and captivating as a speaker. The tenets in this book come from studying the
experiences of the best presenters in the world, from CEOs, standup comics, to actors, and
more. Jason Bax, noted actor, speaker, and entrepreneur, lends his thoughts in a guest
chapter. And me? I'm a social skills and charisma coach, speaker, and semi-professional
musician who thrives in front of the crowd but I wasn't always like this - I know your struggles
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and I can help you from point A to point B! How will you learn to captivate audiences? ·Why
knowing where your audience gets their news is key to your memorability. ·How to construct a
bulletproof opening and closing. ·How to make sure you reach any audience emotionally.
·Overcoming stage fright and jitters with mental rehearsal techniques. As well as ·What
rehearsed spontaneity is and how it makes your audience connect. ·Stage presence
techniques of the masters of performance like Freddie Mercury. ·How standup comics own the
stage and win over hostile crowds. ·What a memory palace is and how it will help you
memorize your speech. Put the audience in the palm of your hand, starting now! ·Feel
confident and empowered in taking the stage anywhere, anytime. ·Speak your way to better
jobs and relationships with each mini-presentation. ·Build a reputation as an effective and
engaging speaker. ·Learn to overcome judgment and build self-confidence. ·Own the room,
audience, and applause.

Crossing the Line
"A marvelous addition to the literature of inspirational sports stories." - Booklist (Starred
Review) "This remarkable and inspiring story shines." - Publishers Weekly (Starred Review) An
inspiring memoir of defying the odds from Kareem Rosser, captain of the first all-black squad
to win the National Interscholastic Polo championship. "Crossing the Line will not just leave you
with hope, but also ideas on how to make that hope transferable” (New York Times bestselling
author Wes Moore). Born and raised in West Philadelphia, Kareem thought he and his siblings
would always be stuck in “The Bottom”, a community and neighborhood devastated by poverty
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and violence. Riding their bicycles through Philly’s Fairmount Park, Kareem’s brothers discover
a barn full of horses. Noticing the brothers’ fascination with her misfit animals, Lezlie Hiner,
founder of The Work to Ride stables, offers them their escape: an after school job in exchange
for riding lessons. What starts as an accidental discovery turns into a love for horseback riding
that leads the Rossers to discovering their passion for polo. Pursuing the sport with
determination and discipline, Kareem earns his place among the typically exclusive players in
college, becoming part of the first all-Black national interscholastic polo championship
team—all while struggling to keep his family together. Crossing the Line: A Fearless Team of
Brothers and the Sport That Changed Their Lives Forever is the story of bonds of brotherhood,
family loyalty, the transformative connection between man and horse, and forging a better
future that comes from overcoming impossible odds.

Crossing the Line
63 New and Updated Patterns for Driving and Sustaining Change “The hard part of change is
enlisting the support of other people. Whether a top manager interested in improving your
organization’s results or a lone developer promoting a better way of working, this book will give
you tools and ideas to help accomplish your goal.” –George Dinwiddie, independent coach and
consultant, iDIA Computing, LLC “Keep the patterns in this book and Fearless Change handy.
… These patterns transformed me from an ineffective ‘voice in the wilderness’ to a valued
collaborator.” –Lisa Crispin, co-author (with Janet Gregory) of Agile Testing and More Agile
Testing In their classic work, Fearless Change, Mary Lynn Manns and Linda Rising interviewed
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successful leaders of change, identified 48 patterns for implementing change in teams of all
sizes, and demonstrated how to use these techniques effectively. Now, in More Fearless
Change the authors reflect on all they’ve learned about their original patterns in the past
decade, and introduce 15 powerful, new techniques–all extensively validated by change
leaders worldwide. Manns and Rising teach strategies that appeal to each individual’s logic
(head), feelings (heart), and desire to contribute (hands)–the best way to motivate real change
and sustain it for the long haul. Learn how to Focus on the best things you can achieve with
limited resources Strategize to build flexible plans and go after low-hanging fruit Get help from
the right people in the right ways Establish emotional connections that inspire motivation and
imagination Create an “elevator pitch” that keeps everyone focused on what truly matters Build
bridges, work with skeptics, soften resistance, and open minds Uncover easier paths towards
change, and build on what already works Sustain momentum, provide time for reflection, and
celebrate small successes More Fearless Change reflects a profound understanding of how
real change happens: not instantaneously in response to top-down plans and demands, but
iteratively, through small steps that teach from experience. Best of all, as thousands of change
agents have already discovered, its patterns are easy to use–and they work.

The Odyssey of Homer
This is the revised or second edition of the SHORT STORY that serves as the first tale in the
Fearless Love series. Ethan Quaderer is the Great Thunderbird, the creature of Native
American legend. From childhood, Ethan soared high across the land, as one with the majestic
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bald eagles-only larger and more powerful. Great Thunderbird has one mission, to save the
Native American people. But first, he must find his Chosen, his soul mate. Abraham Tuttle
grew up in a household where being different was unacceptable. Forbidden. He hid his true
nature, a Two Spirit-not male or female, but both. For many Native American tribes, being Two
Spirit is a blessing, one to be honored and revered. Not so for Abraham. Through the
Thunderbird dreams each finds the happiness they long for. One dreams of the Great Warrior
who'd someday rescue him. The other dreams of the one he's searched for through many
lifetimes. Dreams turn into reality when both men come face to face in the real world. Can
Abraham find it within himself to let go of his past and embrace his future with Ethan, or will his
doubts and fears of who and what he really is cause him to lose the only one who could ever
complete him heart and soul?

Crossing the Line
DIVExamines constructions of racial identity through the exploration of passing narratives
including Black Like Me and forties jazz musician Mezz Mezzrow’s memoir Really the
Blues./div

Crossing the Line
Crossing over the Line describes the folly of the Mann Act of 1910—a United States law which
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made travel from one state to another by a man and a woman with the intent of committing an
immoral act a major crime. Spawned by a national wave of "white slave trade" hysteria, the Act
was created by the Congress of the United States as a weapon against forced prostitution.
This book is the first history of the Mann Act's often bizarre career, from its passage to the
amendment that finally laid it low. In David J. Langum's hands, the story of the Act becomes an
entertaining cautionary tale about the folly of legislating private morality. Langum recounts the
colorful details of numerous court cases to show how enforcement of the Act mirrored changes
in America's social attitudes. Federal prosecutors became masters in the selective use of the
Act: against political opponents of the government, like Charlie Chaplin; against individuals
who eluded other criminal charges, like the Capone mobster "Machine Gun" Jack McGurn; and
against black men, like singer Chuck Berry and boxer Jack Johnson, who dared to consort with
white women. The Act engendered a thriving blackmail industry and was used by women like
Frank Lloyd Wright's wife to extort favorable divorce settlements. "Crossing over the Line is a
work of scholarship as wrought by a civil libertarian, and the text . . . sizzles with the passion of
an ardent believer in real liberty under reasonable laws."—Jonathan Kirsch, Los Angeles
Times

Crossing the Line
Using mathematical metaphor, Cohen touches deeply into issues of life and heart. In each
poem she crosses the equal sign on many levels, beginning with visible points, lines, and
numbers, crossing over to life's invisible-yet-tangible delights and frustrations and crossing
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back again with insights gleaned from these reflections.

Five Foot and Fearless: A woman on the front line in New Zealand's Armed
Offenders Squad
"Costa Azul" is about a place, with the same name, that is so bizarre, so unreal, and so
wonderful that you will be calling your travel agent to book reservations to this fictitious exotic
land. Complete with rival universities, folk traditions, and a cast of nutty, loveable characters,
"Costa Azul" is impossible to resist. Try it and you will see.

Luis Suarez: Crossing the Line - My Story
A fiercely authentic, critically acclaimed and award-winning modern classic. 'Speak up for
yourself - we want to know what you have to say.' From my first day at Merryweather High, I
know this is a lie. Nobody will even talk to me, let alone listen - all because I called the cops on
an end-of-summer party. But if I could only tell everyone why I called the police that night If I
could explain what happened to me If I could speak Then everything might change. 'With the
rise of women finding their voices and speaking out about sexual assault in the media, this
should be on everyone's radar Powerful, necessary, and essential.' - Kirkus
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